The following questions have been submitted for clarification:

1) Will there be a mandatory pre-proposal meeting? Answer: NO

2) What is the project location? Answer: The project is located at the Colleton County Commerce Park on McLeod Road at I-95 Exit 62, Walterboro.

3) Are there any additional drawings/plans to show existing conditions? Answer: NO

4) Is there a formal site visit scheduled? Answer: NO

5) Are there any specs on the size/depth of the ditching? Answer: The ditch shall have a “V” shaped bottom with 3:1 side slope with a depth of approximately 2’.

6) Will there be any culvert pipes needed for entrance/exit ramps? Answer: NO

7) Is there a certain location the chips need to be spread? Answer: The chips are to be spread throughout the site as a means of alternate cover.

8) Is the 8000CY of fill listed needing to be hauled in or an approximate total of fill to achieve desired grades? Answer: This is an approximate quantity that will be needed to achieve positive drainage.

9) Can the contractor use the fire hydrants located on the property for water? Answer: Yes, but all hydrant use must be permitted through the City of Walterboro Water Department.
10) Will the topsoil be stripped prior to placing the fill material? **Answer: NO**

11) What is the existing pond’s Normal Water Elevation? **Answer: Unknown/Not Provided**

12) Is there a desired minimum slope from the proposed high point shown? **Answer: To be field determined during construction by County Engineer.**

13) Section B. “Scope of Services” says the contract will be a unit price contact. Are we able to change the bid form Qty’s? **Answer: NO**

14) Would burning be allowed in lieu of grinding/chipping? **Answer: NO**

15) Other than seeding is there any other erosion control measures that will be required (construction entrance, silt fence etc.)? **Answer: NO**

16) How will the imported fill be measured? If it is by survey will we be responsible for the pre & post survey? If by load count please confirm the payload for tri-axle trucks? **Answer: By load count with a typical tri-axle truck assumed to be 16 CY.**

17) Will a bid bond be required? **Answer: NO**

18) Will any tree protection/barrier fencing be required? **Answer: NO**